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What about VisualEconomy?
What about VisualEconomy?
VisualEconomy is more than a financial website; it is Visual Chart community where the investor can share portfolios and
knowledge with the members of the community, to do so you must register as user.

In this website you can:
Accede to extensive information on the main financial markets in the world. In the Home page you will find delay information,
have access to the main news throughout the financial session, find macroeconomic figures etc.

What about VisualEconomy?
Find detailed information on a certain asset. In the Market page the user will be able to run and extensive analysis (yield, risks,
structure, fundamental figures…) for any asset. To top it off, macroeconomic figures are available for the different countries,
negotiated cash volume etc. For the Spanish market, you will also find reports on the negotiations by broker/asset.

Manage several portfolios and lists of favorites. Know the risk, yields, and diversification. It is also possible to make them
public and share with the other users.

Sharpen your search for assets with the Market Radar. With the help of an assistant the user will be able to define the
investment criteria to be fulfilled by the financial assets. Market, Index or Sector are some of the filters to be applied but also yield,
risk, technical and fundamental criteria can be applied.

Run a detailed analysis of the funds with best yields. It is possible to run the search for funds following up general criteria
(a certain solicitor, a certain type of fund), or use the assistant for an advanced search in order to find the funds adjusting themselves
to the criteria defined by the investor (yield levels, Morning Star classification etc.).

What about VisualEconomy?
Check the different news services and contributions channels. In the page Analysis you will be kept informed of the
latest market events with the alerts system from Visual Chart, SEC, CNMV and other contributors of the community.
A continuación se indica la secuencia de pasos a seguir para almacenar la información.
There is also the possibility of filtering the information in order to receive only the news we are interested in at any stage.
Para guardar un grupo de tablas y/o gráficos abiertos, es necesario accionar sobre el botón Menú, pulsar la opción Archivo
y hacer clic sobre Guardar, tal y como aparece en la siguiente imagen:

Create and share technical analysis with other members of the community. You can see here the quotes of different
assets in the page Charts. You will also be able to configure them, save the, make them public and enable other users to
make comments on them.

Register in VisualEconomy
The register is free and can be made in the page Home of the website.

We recommend including
characters and numbers

Once the form is filled, click Register for free and the corresponding registration confirmation message will show up on screen.

From then on you will have access to all the services offered by
Visualeconomy.

Start session
The session is to be started on the home page.
In the user case, enter your e-mail address and in the other case the established password. Then click Enter.

In any case, we will be asked to login, if we have not done so yet, if we want to check the profile, accede the information of our
portfolios or run some kind of technical analysis.

If the user name and password have been entered correctly, the session will start and the name indicated in the register will show
up in the header of the page.
Enables to close the session

Enables to look for friends in
VisualEconomy community.

Notifications and pending friendship request

Notifications. We can see here
the number of notifications if any.
Friendship requests. We can see here
the number of requests if any.

Every time the user starts the session in
VisualEconomy, he will see straight away
if new notifications or friendship request
have been received from the other members
of the community.

The friendship request can be accepted or
refused by clicking the corresponding icon.

Likewise, to see the list of friends
notification (if any), click the icon
Notifications.

Users profiles
The start panel is the first thing we will find once we get to the page profile as an user of VisualEconomy.

In the left side, we will find a block with the user information
(profile image, country, company…).

Latest Events
In the right side panel of the Start window (Profile), we will see a list with the Latest Events notifications (updates from our friends):

-

If they have bought /sold some titles in their portfolios
If they have made new friends
If they have received comments or analysis in their walls
Etc.

Any user of the community that we may have as a friend can
make a comment in any of the entries. To do so we need to
click Comment and a window will show up to enter the text.

Creation and update of the profile
Best thing to do the first time we start the session will be a profile update.

By clicking Edit Profile (Profile) a window will show up
where the user will be able to enter basic information,
contact, studies and employment. This data will be seen
by our friends when checking our profile.
In order to save the data it is compulsory to click the
button Save changes, at the low side of the screen.
In any case, the action of creating a profile can be made
at any moment.
If we want to modify the information of the profile we
must get into the page Edit Profile.

Users profiles
Change image of the profile
In order to add the image of the profile, all we need to do is clicking the option Change image of the profile, in the space prepared
for the image.
This action can be applied from any menu of the page Profile.
To find the image we are willing to use we will use the option Browse, then, once the image is found we will click Save Changes.

Change access data
To modify the login, all we need to do is clicking the option Change Access details, situated under the space prepared for the image.
This action can be applied from any menu of the page Profile.

The new details should be entered in the window on the left and then we shall click the button Save Changes.

Friends
The user will be able to search for friends, not only around the VisualEconomy community but also in Facebook or Twitter. Here
is a description of the different ways to look for friends:

In the page Profile

In the Start session window

Look for friends in VisualEconomy community

In the option Look for friends, inside the page Profile, a search tool is available where, all we have to do, is typing the name of
the user, the way he is registered in VisualEconomy. Once selected we shall click Add friend.

If the search is run in the window where the session is started or finished a list with the first 10 users belonging to the Visual
Economy community will show up.

Friends
Find friends in Facebook and Twitter
In order to find friends in Facebook or Twitter it will be necessary to start the session in the corresponding social network. We
will reach this section where we may initiate a session with Facebook or Twitter not only in the option Search for friends in the
profile page, but also in the start session window.

List of friends
Show my list of friends
In order to see the list of friends, we will get into the page Profile and click the option Friends.

We can erase a friend
by clicking the X.
It will require confirmation.

The search system is similar to the previous cases ones, when typing the name or part of it a dynamic search is run showing the
list of coincidences.

Show friends profiles
In order to show the profile of a friend, all we need to do is clicking his username and his Start page will show up.

Back to my profile

If we want to obtain information
on the user, all we need to do is clicking
the option showing his profile.

Friends
Show the friends of my friends
Once we are in some friend’s profile in order to see his friends, all we need to do is clicking the option Friends from…

We can ask for friendship
the friends of our friends

Wall
Publications in my wall

In order to make a comment in our wall, publish it and
share it with our friends, we shall click Wall in our profile.
We click the window with the text “Publish in your wall”
inside it. Once the text is written we may click Publish.
Any friend entering our profile will see the message as latest message. It will also show up in the page Start (Last Hour).

We will get notifications of the entries made by our friends in their walls when starting a session.

Enclose portfolio

When me make any comment whether in our wall whether in our start page,
we have the possibility of enclosing a portfolio. To do so, all we need to do
is clicking the icon in the image on the left.

In the search tool we choose the corresponding option, depending on the
portfolio we are willing to check.

Before Publishing, we can erase the comment from the portfolio by clicking
the X besides its name.

Wall

Once it has been published, any of the friends entering the wall will be able
to see it. The portfolio must have been shared previously, if not our friend will
not have access to it
.
To see the portfolio click its name
or the bag representing it.

Also the Latest events from our friends will show up.

Enclose Analysis

If we make any comment in our wall or in our Start page we have the possibility
of enclosing a technical analysis. To do so, all we need to do is clicking the
icon indicated on the image.
We can enclose a technical analysis made by ourselves or by any other member
of the community. All we need to do is selecting the required option in the
search tool. We can search for the analysis by name or by the asset it was
made on.

Before Publishing the message in the wall, we can erase any comment by
clicking the X next to the analysis name.

Once the analysis is published any of our friends entering into our wall will be
able to see this analysis. The portfolio must have been shared previously, if
not our friend will not have access to it
.
To see the analyis click the icon
or the name of the analysis.

It will also show up in the Latest Events from our friends.

Enclose favourites
If we have created a list of favorites assets, we can enclose it with any comment as we do with the options to enclose portfolio
or technical analysis.

Click the icon or the name of the asset to make an analysis on this asset in the markets section.

Our list of favorites must have been previously shared so that other users can see it, if not, they will not have Access to it

.

Wall
Enclose Asset
As we do to enclose a portfolio or a technical analysis, we can include an asset on the comment, so that other users can have
access to a complete analysis of the asset.

Click the icon or the name of the asset to enclose it

See/publish in your friend´s wall
If we want to make any comment in some friend´s wall all we need to do is going to his profile, and once there click on Wall.

Once the comment is made you must click
Publish so that the comment can be seen
in somebody else´s wall.

As in the case of the publications in our wall, we can enclose a portfolio, technical analysis, etc.

Portfolios
My portfolios. Create and erase portfolios
The user can create a portfolio in the Home Page (My portfolio), or in the section Portfolio.

Click to see the portfolio.

Enables to delete
a portfolio. It demands
confirmation.

If some of our public portfolio is in the ranking,
it position will be indicated.

To do so, we must enter a name for the portfolio and then click Ok. Once this is done, the empty portfolio will show up and we
will be able to start making operations.

Enables to delete the portfolio that we are visualizing.

Shortly, the user will be able to find in the materials section www.visualchart.com
a help file on the portfolio tool.

Portfolios
Publishing portfolios
In order to publish a portfolio we must click the option Share portfolio.
From now on, all our friends and members of the community will be able to check the evolution of our portfolio. If we select the
option Customize, we can give rights to a group of friends so that they can modify our portfolio.

Latest news on portfolios
To be aware of the last modification in the public portfolios, the user can check the panel Portfolios latest news that can be found
in the Start page of the menu Portfolio.
In the left side of this page, we can find several sections from which we can get access to:

We can make a comment on any of the entries.

- Portfolios created by ourselves
- Portfolios to which we are subscribed
- Portfolios from our friends
- Portfolios monthly, yearly and historical Top

Portfolios ranking
We can check the portfolio ranking by clicking Public Portfolio, in the menu Portfolio.
In this ranking we will only see the portfolios published by other members of the community.
The user will also be able, in the menu Portfolio, to check the monthly, yearly and historical ranking.

The criteria used for the
ranking calculation shows up
when clicking this icon.

The user can
subscribe to any public
portfolio to run a follow up.

Click here to know more about the selected portfolio.

Portfolios
Search for portfolios
In order to find a portfolio, we can use the search tool.
By clicking the indicated option, a dialog box will show up,where we can
write down the name of the portfolio and/or set up a filter (My portfolios,
my friends, subscribed or publics.

My Favorites
We can create and check list of favorites assets, these lists will enable us to follow the market behavior of a group of assets (yield
reports, risk analysis, fundamental data etc.).
All of this can be done in the Home page. To create a list, we must enter the name and then Ok.

Enables to compare the lists of favorites.

To include assets in the list, all we need to do is enter the code or description in the square besides Add asset to the favorites
list. By clicking Enter or by clicking any asset it will be included in the list.

By clicking this option we can open
the chart of the asset, add the
asset to any of our portfolios
or erase this asset from a list.

Chart Analysis
The website counts on and advanced charts creator providing solutions to the needs of every customer.
The information can be represented in different time units (5 minutes, 120 minutes, 1 day, 2 months, etc.) and under several
graphic representations (linear, bar, Japanese candlesticks, histogram).
The module includes several indicators and drawing tools to run a complete technical and chartist analysis.

Chart Analysis
Open chart
In order to open a chart we must do as follows:
If we want the chart of some of the indices that can be seen in the Home page,
all we need to do is clicking the icon located besides the description of the index.

If we want some of the assets in the Markets page, we will need to click the
icon
situated besides the description of any value of the list and then click
Open advanced Chart.

Create and save analysis
Once we have opened the chart, we can give a name to it.

By clicking here a window shows up
where we can give a name to the analysis.
Enables to create new
analysis on the active asset.

To save the analysis we´ve just made, all we need to do is clicking the icon

in the toolbar.

Enables to delete the object

Share analysis

Enables to drag the object

By clicking
we can share the technical analysis with all the community or with
a group of persons. By using the option Customize, we have the possibility of
giving privileges to other users so that they can make comments and/or modifications.

Chart Analysis
In the column on the right side we will find our comments and the comments of the rest of the persons having access to it.

You must save the technical
analysis to be able to make
comments on it.

Open technical analysis
If we are in a chart window, to visualize a technical analysis we shall click the option Open technical analysis.

We can see the analysis made by ourselves but also the ones made by other members of the community.
All we need to do is choosing the required option in the search tool. We can search for an analysis by name or asset it was made
on.
We can accede to the menu Charts from anywhere in the website.

